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Life Getting a Lot Harder for Joe Biden. Close Down
US Government? Subpoena Hunter Biden?
The US government faces high chances of a complete financial shut-down in 6
weeks when the recent stop-gap funding bill expires.
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*** 

No matter who becomes the next Speaker of the House in Congress, life is going to be a LOT
harder for Joe Biden, the Democrats, Zelensky, and the US puppet régime in Kiev.

By bringing down House Speaker McCarthy yesterday 3 October 2023, Rep. Matt Gaetz has
created a historic turning point, not just for the USA, but for global politics.

The Democrats, the Neocons of the uniparty including Mitch McConnell, have all suffered a
devastating blow from which they are not likely to recover. This changes the position of
what the US can do in the world, and it  severely endangers the reelection chances of
President Biden.

Have a short look at what the man of the day, Rep. Matt Gaetz, demands what a new House
Speaker must do – or face ouster like McCarthy did:

Substantial reduction in Federal spending, even in temporary funding bills. 
Willingness for the House of Representatives to use “the power of the purse”.

In clear text: Willingness to close down US government as part of
negotiations.

Willingness to subpoena Hunter Biden in the Joe Biden corruption inquiry.

In addition, transparency on US spending bills by demanding separate spending bills per
item, and not massive “omnibus” bills which link all sorts of non-spending issues into a dark
box of uncontrollable spending and other measures.
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The prospects of this are devastating. 

Ukraine may very well go down (soon !) for lack of Western funds and lack of
new Western  weapons  supplies,  as  it  will  probably  NOT  receive  any  significant
new US spending – ever. 
The US government  faces  high chances  of  a  complete  financial  shut-down in  6
weeks when the recent stop-gap funding bill expires. 
Biden’s reelection chances are melting, because the corruption inquiry against
President  Biden  will  gain  substance  for  a  real  impeachment  as  the  House
subpoenas Hunter Biden and unearths more evidence.

No need to say, that Biden losing reelection will be equal to Trump being reelected – with all
the unfathomable consequences that will have not only for Ukraine, but for the breakdown
of NATO and all Transatlantic relations as well. All on top of a fundamental transformation
under Trump of what the USA is and how it functions.

Unbelievable, that the House Democrats were stupid enough to let all these imminent and
big risks to their domination happen by not simply abstaining from the vote on the House
speakership and letting Speaker McCarthy continue on a majority of  Republican House
votes.

All these big changes coming to the US and the world are very much due to one single
individual, Matt Gaetz (Rep.Fla.).

*
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Featured image: Gaetz speaking at a Turning Point USA event in 2020
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